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Lecture 16 
 
Two left over topics, both of which will be very brief: 
-> Scaling violations in PDFs 
-> Higgs Physics 

 => give you a small flavor of why precision 
higgs physics might be interesting for many years to 
come. 

This lecture has way more material  
than we can cover in 90 minutes !!! 



Lowest order QCD corrections to 
“naïve” Parton Model 

These diagrams have two experimentally visible consequences: 
 
1. Outgoing quark no longer collinear with virtual photon. 
    Or for hadron colliders, COM of “hard collision” no longer  
    has zero pT. 
2. Scaling violation of the proton structure function.  



PT boost at Tevatron and LHC 
•  The primary source of transverse momentum 

of DY, Higgs production via gg, diboson 
production, etc. etc. etc. is gluon radiation. 



Example:  
Higgs 

production 

The differences are in  
the model used to  
“parameterize” higher  
order effects. 
 
All distributions are  
normalized to the same  
area. 

At “LO in QCD”, pT = 0 !!! 



Scaling Violation 
•  As Q2 increases, we probe shorter distances. 

•  At large Q2 the large x quarks are more likely to 
loose energy due to gluon radiation. 
–  Increased quark content at low x and high Q2 
–  Decreased quark content at large x and high Q2 



Resulting Structure Functions 

Q2 

Low x 

High x 

scaling at x ~ 0.1-0.2 

At low x: quark content increases with Q2 

At high x: quark content decreases with Q2 

QCD predicts this behaviour. 
See discussion of 
Altarelli-Parisi equation 
in H&M chapter 10. 



Q2 dependence is moderate except for very small x  
and/or very small Q2 . 

Example: 
Gluon PDF 

(Axes are log scale!) 



Example: Up from valence & sea 

Again, differences are large for small x and small Q2. 
(Y-axis is linear scale!) 



The higgs vertices 
•  hWW ∝ mW

2 /v 
•  hZZ ∝ mZ

2 /v 
•  hff ∝ mf

 /v 
•  hhWW ∝ mW

2 /v2 

•  hhZZ ∝ mZ
2 /v2 

v = vev of higgs ~ 246GeV 

All of these vertex factors can in 
principle be probed experimentally. 

In practice, higgs physics is difficult 
because e,u,d have small 
mass, and thus couple weakly to higgs. 

Particles we can easily build colliders with  
couple very weakly to higgs !!! 

Depend on “higgsstrahlung” off W,Z and  
loops for higgs production !!! 



Production Mechanisms (e+e-) 
•  Associative production with Z. 

– Depends on ZZh coupling:  

Both China and Europe 
are talking about an e+e-  
Higgs factory for the future. 



Production Mechanisms (pp) 



A Higgs was discovered 



… and its mass was measured. 



E.g.:  For h125 we expect ~40,000 higgs to be produced in 1fb-1. 

Production at LHC 

14TeV 



Aside on weak boson fusion 
•  Interesting signature: 

This process plays a role at the LHC,  
especially with increasing luminosity! 



… and we measured so far … 

~20-40% precision 
on 3 major  

production mechanisms 



The higgs self coupling vertices 
•  hhh ∝ mh

2 /v 
•  hhhh ∝ mh

2 /v2 

While these vertices are very interesting theoretically,  
as they define the higgs potential, they are  

even more difficult experimentally. 

In Standard Model these 2 diagrams interfere destructively,  
making the rate for hh production at LHC O(10-100)fb. 

hh production x10-4 smaller than h production at LHC. 
One of the core goals of HL-LHC. 

10fb 

100fb 

1fb 



Higgs Decay 

Above threshold for VV production: 

b dominates Linear growth with mh 

W,Z dominate over fermions above threshold. 

WW and ZZ are 2:1  



Higgs Decays via Loops 

h -> γγ  
h -> Zγ 
h -> gg 

Γ ∝ mh
3 x F((mf/mh)2)  

Here f=fermion in the loop. For photon and Z, there can  
also be a W in the loop. F modifies the dependence on  
higgs mass significantly, and differently for each case. 



mh 

mh
3 

Threshold from 
VV* to VV 

2(MZ-MW) 



Aside on Branching Ratio 
•  BRi = Γi / Γtotal  

•  If Γi varies little near threshold of WW but 
ΓWW increases dramatically, then Bri for all 
final states except WW will decrease 
dramatically. 

•  This significally changes the higgs 
phenomenology near WW threshold. 



136GeV 

125GeV 



136GeV 

125GeV 

125GeV is ~ a perfect mass for 
measuring as many couplings as possible! 
=> Nature seems to be kind for once. 



… and we measured … 

so far everything as expected 



Why do precision measurements? 
•  new physics in loops 

–  this is obvious, so let’s not talk about it … 
•  more than just one Higgs doublet in nature 



Higgs Field in SM 
•  Standard Model assumes the simplest choice 

for the higgs field: 
–   a complex doublet with Y = 1. 

•  Complex for U(1) 
•  Doublet for SU(2) 
•  Y=1 to make quatum numbers come out right. 
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The superscript indicate the charge according to: 
Q = T3 + Y/2 



Higgs Ground State in SM 
•  This particular choice of multiplets is exactly what we 

need because it allows us to break both SU(2) and 
U(1)Y , while at the same time allowing us to choose 
a ground state that leaves U(1)em unbroken. 

•  The latter is accomplished by choosing a ground 
state that leaves φ+ = 0. 

•  Use the same higgs field to give mass to fermions 
and bosons. 
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Extended Higgs Fields 
•  There are in principle many choices one could 

make. 
•  The only constraint is that the higgs fields 

belongs to some multiplet of SU(2) x U(1). 
•  And unitarity should not be violated at large s. 
•  Apart from that, there are experimental 

constraints, the most stringent of which are: 

•    

•  FCNC are heavily suppressed in nature. 
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Comments on ρ=1 
•  Halzen & Martin Exercise 15.4 explores this 

further. 
•  Additional discussion can be found in “Higgs 

Hunter’s Guide” chapter 4, and references 
therein. 

•  Bottom line: 
– There are many ways to satisfy this constraints. 
–  In particular, any model with arbitrary number of 

higgs doublets and higgs singlets will satisfy the 
constraint. 



General 2HDM Potential 
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All λ are real. 

From “Higgs Hunter’s guide”. 



Higgs Boson Spectroscopy 
•  One Charged Higgs with mass: 

•  One CP-odd neutral Higgs with mass: 

•  And two CP-even higgs that mix. 
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Free Parameters in 2HDM 

•  Four higgs masses 
•  The ratio of vevs: 

•  and a higgs mixing angle, α, for the neutral 
CP-even higgs states to mix.  

tanβ = v2
v1



Some guiding principles 
•  Charged higgs mass can be very large, to limit loop 

contributions to precision data. (Replace a W+ with a 
H+ wherever you want.) 

•  A0, CP-odd higgs, doesn’t couple to the Gauge 
bosons, i.e. no A0WW nor A0ZZ coupling. It’s mass 
can also be very large. 

•  Of the remaining neutral CP-even h,H, one must be 
the one we measured.   
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If M11 >> M22 and M11 >> M12 , then:  
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This is easy to arrange via appropriate choice of λi  
and without restricting the choice of tanβ = v2 / v1  



SM No down-quark couplings 



The details depend on mixing in the stop sector, and v2 / v1 

mh < 140GeV in all cases, and getting close to the limit 
requires large v2 / v1 or large masses for all other higgs.  



Conclusions from 2HDM 
•  All the existing standard model constraints can 

be met. 
•  There are 3 additional higgs bosons, that all 

three of them can be so high in mass that we 
won’t find them easily. 

•  At the same time, both the production and 
decay properties of the light higgs can be 
altered such as to affect the higgs hunting 
significantly. 


